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By the principles of the Atlantic charter, the 26 countries came together to promote peace in the World
and this resulted into the formation of the United Nations Organisation.

It was formed in Oct 24th 1945 after Second World War. It was to replace the League of Nations which
had failed to ensure lasting peace. i.e. It had proved to be incapable of stopping World aggressors like
Adolf Hitler and Benito Mussolini.

The UNO had six (6) main organs or bodies to carry out and implement its aims and objectives with its
headquarters in New York i.e. The General Assembly composed of all members of the UNO. Its function
was to discuss and make decisions about international problems, consider UN Budget i.e. what amount
each member should pay, elect Security Council members and supervise work of the other UN agencies,
meets once a year i.e. Sept- Dec, but special sessions could be called in times of crisis.

The Security Council, it was the most powerful body, composed of 15 members i.e. 5 permanent USA,
China, France, Britain and Russia. The representative members chosen by the General Assembly elect
the other 10 every after 2-years term the work of the Security Council is to restore peace when conflicts
arise; it defines what threat to peace is and how to respond or take action around the World.

The Secretariat; this was the office staff; it governed the UNO operations and was supervised by the
Secretary General who was appointed by the General Assembly on recommendations of the Security
Council. Secretary General held office for 5 years.

Prepared minutes of meetings.

Carried out translation in to 6 official UN languages English, French, Russian, Chinese, Spanish and
Arabic.

Passed all information to the members.



The International court of Justice, with its headquarters at Hague in Holland. The court dealt with legal
matters. It has 15 judges of different nationalities elected 9 years, it deals with issues of international
law, and it acts as a forum for peaceful resolution of disputes among states.

The Economic and Social Council (Ecosoc) was set up to ensure respect for the observation of human
rights and fundamental freedom for all. Organizes projects for health, education, population problems,
drugs, human rights, status of women, coordinates the work of ILO, FAO, UNESCO, UNICEF, United
Nations Relief and Work Agency (UNRWA) took 90% of UN expenditure.

Trustee Council; Established to provide international supervision for all trustee territories/ mandate
territories administered by 7 member states and ensure that adequate steps are taken to prepare those
territories for self-government or independence. After completing its work, the council now consists of
only the 5 permanent members of the Security Council.

AGENCIES

UN had specialized agencies which assisted in realising its objectives they include;

ILO (International Labour Organisation) -formulated policies to improve working conditions and
employment opportunities, and set standards used worldwide.

WHO (World Health Organisation) - coordinated programmes aimed at solving health problems.

UNESCO (UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation) – promoted education for all cultural
development, protection of the world’s natural and cultural heritage.

UNICEF (UN Children Education Fund) –its programmes focussed on immunization, primary health care,
nutrition and basic education.

FAO (Food and Agriculture Organisation) –worked to improve agricultural productivity and food security.

IMF (International Monetary Fund) – facilitated international monetary co-operation and financial
stability.

World Bank (IBRD) – Provided loans and technical assistance to less developed countries to reduce
poverty and advance sustainable economic growth.

UNDP (United Nations Development Programme) it provided grants for sustainable human
development.

UNEP (UN Environment programme) help countries carry out environmental programmes.

UNIDO (UN Industrial Development Organisation) promoted the industrial advancement of developing
countries through technical assistance, advisory services and training.



IAEC (International Atomic Energy Commission) worked for safe and peaceful uses of atomic energy

IFAD (International Fund  for Agricultural Development)  mobilized financial resources to raise food
production and nutritional levels among the poor in developing countries

AIMS/ OBJECTIVES OF THE UNO

The founders of the UN defined objectives and aims of the UN in article 1 of the charter and they
include;

Its primary and greatest benefit to its members is to maintain international peace, law, order and
security around the world.

To control the actions of aggressive leaders to ensure world peace.

Effect the disarmament policy i.e. ensures that members keep arms consistent enough for the security
of the world. It was to reduce use of chemical weapons.

To promote economic co-operation/ development and encourage business and international trade,
extend assistance to members experiencing economic crisis.

Encourage self-determination among nations and end racial segregation and discrimination in some
countries.

Protect the environment by effecting principles of sustainability and conservation and regulating arms
manufacture.

Protect women’s status and children’s rights.

Provide relief to homeless people displaced by civil wars and natural catastrophes namely; Floods,
Earthquakes, Earth tremors, Volcanic eruption and outbreak of epidemics.

To resettle the nation less and persecuted people of the world.

It was to punish war criminals through military tribunals.

To control drug trafficking which causes social unrest.

To promote democracy around the world i.e. providing forum for world leaders to discuss matters
affecting the world before they get out of hand.

To promote health standards around the world.

To assist colonies struggling for independence to get it.



To develop friendly relations among nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights and self
determination of peoples.

To co-operate in solving international, economic, social, cultural and humanitarian problems and in
promoting respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms

To be a centre for harmonising the actions of nations or to serve as symbol of international order and
global identity in attaining these common ends.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

It is based on the principle of sovereign equality of all its members.

All members are to fulfil in good faith their charter obligations.

Members are to settle their international disputes by peaceful means without endangering international
peace, security and justice.

They are to refrain from the threat to use force against any other state.

To give every assistance to the UN in any action it takes.

ACHIEVEMENTS

Concerning world peace and security, the UN registered some success than the League of Nations. It
maintained international peace and security at least there has not been another World War 111 on
world scale since 1945.

Many disputes or conflicts of local and international nature among the small and major powers in the
world were solved through roundtable talks and it solved the following disputes;

Dutch East Indies became independent from Holland and became Indonesia in 1946. In 1962 UN gave
West Iran to Indonesia because this had caused armed clashes.

The Arabs – Palestine/Jew conflict in 1947, The UN divided Palestine into two hence creating an Israel
state in 1949.

In 1956 – 1973, the UN sent a military contingent to settle conflict between the Arabs and Israel.

In 1950 – 1953 UN successfully intervened in the Korean War helping South Korea rebel attack by
communist North Korea.

In 1956 Suez Canal crisis where the UN stopped the French, British, and Israel invasion of Egypt.



The Cuban missile crisis 1962 the UN under U-Thant intervened and succeeded in diffusing the situation

The Biafra war 1967

1960 -1964 in the Belgian Congo civil war/Zaire where the UN sent troops to restore peace. Defeated
Katanga’s rebels.

1963, 1974 in the civil war in the Cyprus between the Greeks and Turks each wanting to annex the
island.

1965 the UN called to resolve the Kashmir conflict between Pakistan and India.

The solved the conflict between Iran and Soviet Union and eventually on 23rd May 1946 Moscow and
Tehran normalised their relation.

It cooled down the conflict of interest between Britain and Soviet Union during the Greek civil war in
1946

It called for ceasefire between Egypt and Israel after Egypt closed the straits of Tiran and the Gulf of
Aqaba.

It settled the fate of the former Italian Empire in Africa like Libya and Libya was established as an
independent state the same applied to Somalia

.

The UN achieved a marked level of arms reduction and control through the disarmament committee
that sits regularly to review its achievements. Its achievements included;

In 1963 a treaty banning nuclear weapon in space was passed and in 1967 the manufacture of nuclear
weapons in South America was passed. Nuclear Non –Proliferation Treaty (1968)

1972, the Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty (SALT) was signed between USA and USSR limiting the
manufacture of nuclear weapons in Europe and America.

UN put pressure on Iraq and North Korea to stop manufacture of nuclear weapons, and establishing
nuclear free zones.

It also tried to reduce and eventually eliminated all weapons of mass destruction by negotiating, making
recommendations and initiating studies so as to reduce the production and stock piling of chemical /
Biological weapons.

Improvement of peoples standards of living, the UN set up international bodies to oversee that the
peoples conditions of living are improved upon consequently the following came into existence, ILO to



ensure full employment, UNICEF to protect children’s rights, WHO to promote general health, FAO to
ensure food security, UNDP to increase people’s incomes and UNESCO to encourage research.

Minimizing drug trafficking, the UN was able to limit movement of drugs such as cocaine Baugh,
Marijuana across borders. The exercise was very expensive and the UN partly failed to control trafficking
on land and in air.

Promoting democracy, the UN came up with a declaration of universal human rights. Human rights
were also enforced through the International Court of Justice, which punished those who committed
offences against humanity. The UN also encouraged setting up of human rights organisations i.e.
Amnesty International.

The UN speeded up the decolonisation process and it helped many countries to secure their
independence especially in Africa, Latin America and Asia i.e. Indonesia. They were aided in all possible
ways to get independence and democracy.

Promoting international trade; the UN tried to promote trade and commerce among member states.
The body extended loans and man power to member states. It gave grants to members for
reconstruction and development programs. This was achieved through UNCTAD and IBRD, FAO, IMF and
World Bank.

Unlike the L.O.N, the UN changed the procedure for the general assembly and Security Council (uniting
for peaceful resolution) gave the secretary General more power and took more decisive action than the
League.

Attracting more membership; the UN had a much wider membership. Both USA and USSR were both
founder members. Between 1963 -1968 about 43 new members joined the body. By 1985 there were
159 members yet the LON never raised 50 by 1993, membership was at 183, today there are 189
countries.

UN addressed the social and economic needs of refugees and other victims of disaster. After WW11, UN
agencies e.g. UNHCR tirelessly resettled refugees and offered medical, food and clothes to the affected
people. It was commended in this area may be without it many people would have died e.g. in
Guatemala.

Ensured health through its WHO agency, the UN was able to tackle the choleric epidemic in Egypt in
1947; it eliminated small pox and other killer diseases. The organisation carried out research and kept
governments informed about developments.

Human rights; the UNHCR investigated and publicised human right violations under repressive regimes
i.e. the military governments in Chile and Zaire, issued universal declaration of human rights (1948) it set



out basic rights/ freedoms e.g. right to life, the rights are divided into civil, political rights, economic,
social and cultural rights.

Peace making and building; the UN tried to bring hostile parties to agreement through diplomatic
means. This was been done in an effort to maintain internal peace /security. It’s been done through
mediation, quiet diplomacy, sending special envoys, a fact –finding mission or use of regional peace-
making efforts and it worked in countries e.g. Cambodia, Guatemala.

Humanitarian assistance, Human disaster occurs anywhere and at any time. They include droughts,
floods, earthquake, displacement, etc. UN supplied food, shelter, medicines etc. to the victims e.g.
giving assistance to refugees in Indonesia, Thailand, Somalia, Sudan, Liberia and this was achieved
through formation of UNHCR and UNRWA.

In the field of social and economic front, UN gave assistance to 93 developing countries by 1970. In
1959, it gave 1,300 million dollars to people in Africa, Middle East and Asia through its organs e.g. I.M.F.

The UNO tried to provide habitant to the nationless and persecuted people of the world e.g. it created a
home for the Jews in the heartland of Palestine 1947.

UNO enhanced the liberation of women and protection of their status through sponsoring programmes
to sensitize women on their rights and role in development, financing NGO’s geared towards women
development and emancipation.

UNO formulated measures to protect rights of children between 0 – 18 years of age of all nations has
laid children’s rights like parentage, health right to education, nationality, name, leisure and balanced
diet. This was achieved and implemented through formation of child oriented NGO’s like World Vision,
Action Aid, save the children’s fund among others to protect their rights.

UNO protected and preserved the World Environment through setting up agencies like UNEP based in
Nairobi to run world environment conferences and means of creating health environments, Biodiversity
treaty was rewarded and compensated.

The UNO passed many resolutions against the discrimination policies of the Apartheid policy in South
Africa de-campaigned cultural and racial imperialism e.g. Apartheid in South Africa (during Youth
Conference in 1970)

It tried to check on the aggression of leaders like Ho-Ki-Mink of North Vietnam in 1961 and many others.

The UNO established subsidiary organisations for dealing with relief and rehabilitation of war torn
Europe thus many millions of lives were saved from the effects of famine, diseases and general
economic breakdown.

In 1970, the UNO general assembly passed a resolution condemning the hijacking of aircrafts by the
Palestine Liberation Organisation



FAILURES

The body became a fighting ground for different political ideologies, which frustrates its work.  The
struggle between ideologies led to continued civil wars like Banyamulenge in Zaire, the Anyanya in
Southern Sudan, the Israel – Arab conflict.

The UN failed to stop the cold war between Eastern communist bloc and Western capitalist bloc and
continued spreading of their ideologies which threatened world peace.

Despite the universal declaration of human rights, people’s rights were violated or abused and the UN
did not do much to stop the abuse e.g. Hutu – Tutsi conflict in Rwanda, Apartheid regime in South Africa
and the Somali crisis.

The decolonisation process was at the mercy of the colonial masters. Some countries are still under
colonial rule hence continued conflict i.e. Chechnya, the Bosnia – Serbia conflict etc.

Drug trafficking and consumption continued to be traded between borders and the UN did not set up an
effective and strong body / force to reduce or even stop the trafficking of drugs and their use and this
affected many youths who are left mentally disturbed and become social misfits.

Failed to condemn 1956 USSR invasion of Hungary (failed to check on activities of aggressive leaders)
e.g. Nikita Khrushchev, the UN called for his withdrawal and remained adamant and UN did nothing.

Arab – Israel conflict not totally solved due to ineffective sanctions on Israel.

There has never been peace in the Gaza strip since the creation of Israel state in 1948.

Failed to prevent the outbreak of civil wars in a number of states e.g. 1955 – 1972, the civil war in Sudan
led by J. Jagu, civil war in Chad, 1964 Somalia, Hutu – Tutsi 1959 leading to miseries and deaths.

For a long time, it failed to solve world crisis that threatened international peace e.g. Kashmir, Korea
crisis, Congo crisis etc.

Its activities have been hijacked by super powers especially USA thus prompting their economic social
and political interests.

Sometimes the aid given to LDC’s had strings attached which retarded development It was tied to the
interests of the donors and it was tied to non - productive areas e.g. financing agriculture, non –
developmental projects etc.

The body had no executive power, no armies, or weapons of its own, if it wanted to carry out any
military operation; it relies on member states to contribute troops and logistics.

UN tried to prevent warfare between states, the principle of settlement of disputes by peaceful means is
still a dream e.g. Turkey against Kuwait etc.



It failed to secure any real co-operation between super powers / countries as they continued to produce
weapons of mass destruction despite the mechanism put in place.

UN failed to establish its own sources of funds to run its activities. It depended on hand-outs from
member states and at times fails to meet their duty.

UN failed to control pollution, which contributed to the global warming thus exposing world
environment to a great risk through mushrooming industries; desertification increased worldwide, all
these call for UN intervention which was nowhere.

It failed to carry out the disarmament policy as witnessed in the competitive manufacture of atomic
bombs, hydrogen bombs earth satellites “the sputnik”, “ballistic missiles”, “space rockets” among
others.

REVISION QUESTIONS

Assess the achievements of UNO as a world peace making body since 1945.

How far has the UNO achieved the aims of its founders?

How has UNO tried to preserve and maintain its intended objectives?

“The formation of UNO has created more harm than good” Discuss

To what extent has the UN lived up to its expectations?

THE COLD WAR POLITICS 1946 – 1970

Background of Cold War

Causes of Cold War

Main Features of the Cold War

Effects of the Cold War

This was a stage of extreme tension or fear or suspicion which involved military campaigns and tactics. It
was a conflict between the Eastern bloc led by USSR with its satellite states like, Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Yugoslavia and East Germany against Western bloc led by USA with the satellite states like Britain,
France and others. It was a conflict that did not result into an open or physical fighting/war between the
concerned camps.

The cold war started slowly way back in 1917 with the success of Bolsheviks revolution in Russia and it
developed after 1945 (Second World War).This cold war spoiled the prevailing harmony between the
two blocs leading to suspicion and hostility. Here rival camps began to attack each other with
propaganda, harsh measures and policies.



The struggle was cold because there was no actual fighting between the powers concerned and it was
war because it was a conflict of more serious and deadly nature/kind.

CAUSES OF COLD WAR

Examine the causes and the consequences of the cold war between 1945 and 1970.

Emergence of big powers with conflicting ideologies /philosophies caused the cold war. Two blocs
developed i.e.  The communist bloc led by USSR and the capitalist bloc led by USA. Communism as an
ideology called for communal ownership of the factors of production e.g. land , capital, among others
and they claimed to have had the most advance human progress along democratic institutions or system
and accused the western bloc. The capitalist on the other hand emphasized private ownership of
property or wealth and advanced development. So the existence of these different ideologies caused
suspicion and fear and marked the beginning of cold war.

The effects of world war 11 caused the cold war Hitler attacked Russia in June 1941 and within few
weeks; Russia appeared as if it was going to be defeated. So it contacted the west for assistance and
there was no response forth coming. This made the Russia leader Stalin to use all his effort to defeat
Hitler, by 1943 when Stalin was about to capture Berlin, USA and the allies joined the war. This annoyed
Stalin who felt betrayed, broke away from the American alliance and this caused the cold war.

The failure of the Yalta and the postdam conferences of 1943 and 1944 also known as the Teheran
conference caused the cold war,                                                                                    these conferences were
intended to determine the future of Germany and other territories under occupation by the big powers.
Here the big powers failed to agree e.g. Britain wanted to establish a democratic government in
Germany; France wanted to establish a strong army. Russia on the other hand wanted to spread
communism. So the conference which was to solve problems ended up creating conflicts between the
two camps hence cold war.

The rise of Stalin and his policies, Cold war is blamed on Stalin’s policies.(Stalinisation) Stalin was in
hurry and wanted to dominate the world and for that matter he occupied states like Latvia , Estonia ,
Bessarabia , East Germany , Yugoslavia , Romania , Serbia , and also established other satellite states like
North Korea , Cuba , Vietnam among others . His policies worried the western states who wished to
control communism and Stalin by spreading capitalism. This made the two blocs to move into different
directions leading to confrontation between the west and east hence the cold war.

Arms race/ nuclear competition caused the cold war politics. After the failure of the Yalta and Potsdam
conference , Russia embarked on rearmament programme that proved to be a threat that caused fear
and tension to USA and the allies  e.g. in 1949 , the west got news that Russia had successfully
developed an atomic and Hydrogen bombs previously owned by America.



The Russians were also moving in the direction of developing nuclear weapons, this disturbed USA and
the allies who also started rearming themselves with sophisticated military weapons in preparation for
physical war e.g. 1952 Hydrogen bomb was developed by the Russians a year later.

They also rivalled in space exploration e.g. in Oct.  1957 Russia launched sputnik 1 the 1st artificial
satellite and Nov 1957 sputnik 11sent in 1958, USA launched Explorer one with Neil Armstrong (after a
year in January) then in march sent another rocket and in July they established the National Aeronautic
and Space Administration (NASA) and in October 1959 the Russians sent their rockets Lurik 11 and 111
respectively to the moon, and USSR sent Yuri Gagarin. All these increased the cold war conflicts

The Cuban missile crisis or October crisis or Caribbean crisis as it is known was confrontation between
Soviet Union and Cuba against United States in 1962 when Soviet Union began to build bases in Cuba for
a number of medium-range and intermediate-range ballistic nuclear missiles with ability to strike United
States. It was in reaction to USA’s attempt to overthrow Fidel Castro (Bay of Pigs operation) and building
of missiles in Italy and Turkey with the ability to strike Moscow this crisis had worsened the cold war.
However, following an agreement between Nikita Khrushchev and John F Kennedy under the
supervision of UN secretary General U Thant the missiles were removed in 1962

Decolonisation process also caused the cold war when USA and USSR struggled to support countries to
attain independence from their former masters. Russia wanted colonised countries to get
independence; USA on the other hand supported conservation.

The Germany question caused the cold war, following world war 11, USA, Britain and France occupied
Western Germany. Russia on the other hand established or occupied East Germany. The former desired
to establish liberal democracy and leave the Germans to rule themselves. Russia on the hand wanted to
tighten her hold over East Germany and this resulted into what came to be known  as the Berlin
blockade 1948 where Russia aimed at starving both the local people and the western powers but USA
and the allies reacted by organising what came to be known as the Berlin air lift. This struggle caused
what came to be known as the Cold War.

The Rebirth/ Revival/ Resurrection of the alliance system and counter alliances after WW11 caused the
cold war, In 1948, a group of western countries (Britain, France, Holland, Belgium, Luxemburg, and later
Italy, Portugal, Norway, Ireland, USA, Canada met in Brussels capital city of

Belgium and signed a treaty of mutual support in an event of armed attack from Eastern Europe, North
Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO). On the other hand, Russia also made a lot of defensive
arrangements with her satellite states like Albania, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, and
Romania signed the pact which came to be known as Warsaw Pact. The existence of these two alliances
caused tension between the East and West hence cold war.



The policy of sovietism/Russia’s expansionism caused the cold war. Russia was determined to plant
firmly communism in Eastern Europe and by 1946, Russia controlled a wing of satellite states covering
every country in Eastern Europe, this didn’t go well with USA and it caused tension hence cold war.

The Truman’s Doctrine, he was the president of USA who took a number of measures aimed at availing
aid to any country, threatened by external forces of communism or helping the minorities and
strengthening these states by giving them aid for reconstruction programmes/ purposes and he set
aside 400 million dollars. In reaction to this USSR came up with Molotov plan intended to give aid to
communist states and this intensified the cold war.

Marshal Plan or Aid, this was introduced by the secretary of state USA General George Marshall. He
proposed aid /support to reconstruct the shattered economies in Europe with the aim of containing the
spread of communism and he set aside 13 Billion Pounds to be given to states that agree to become
Capitalists and Russia reacted by putting in place the Molotov plan.

The struggle for world leadership caused cold war. Some thinkers have described international conflicts
after WW11 as a struggle for world leadership between USSR and USA, each tried to get as many allies
as possible and as many satellite states in Asia and Africa. This struggle caused suspicion, tension, fear
and cold war.

The coming to power of Truman The friendship between USA and USSR was possible because of the
existence of President Roosevelt. When he left power, the cooperation that existed between the two
powers died especially with the rise of the hard core/ hardliner Harry Truman.

The desire to control world resources such as minerals e.g. diamonds, gold and oil made USA and USSR
to find themselves clashing in different parts of the world e.g. in 1960’s , they clashed in Congo and it
was this that brought about the cold war.

The death of comprising leaders like Roosevelt who was replaced by hard core Harry Truman in USA and
Chamberlain who was replaced by Winston Churchill in Britain and Stalin who was replaced by Molotov
worsened relations between the East and West causing the cold war.

The formation of spy networks by either side caused the cold war, the two camps each established a
secret spy network with the aim of spying or discovering military secrets of the other e.g. USSR
established KGB (Committee of state security) while USA established CIA and FBI. The two caused
suspicion, hatred and fear in the concerned camps hence cold war.

Churchill’s ‘iron curtain speech’ in reaction to the spread of Communism increased the chances for the
0ccurance of cold war, He was negative about communism, so was Stalin who said that ” communism
and capitalism could never live peacefully together and that future wars were a matter of agency” in
reaction to this Churchill said ,” from  Stettin in the Baltic to Trieste in the Adriatic, an iron curtain has
descended across the continent…”. This speech widened the gap between the two camps hence the cold
war.



The struggle to dominate or control areas of strategic importance e.g. outstanding deserts e.g. in the
Middle East, important ports such as Mombasa, Danzig, Cape of Good hope, Major water bodies like the
Mediterranean sea and Baltic sea, Indian ocean among others for testing weapon, carrying out research
and for trade and commerce increased the cold war

The weakness of UNO .It was to maintain peace in the world through collective efforts and by stopping
the manufacturing of weapons of mass destruction/ the rise of world dictators who were aggressors and
the concerned camps failed to respect the resolutions of the UNO and embarked on re armament and
this caused fear hence cold war,

The Influence or the role played by the press through Newspapers, Textbooks, Novels, Magazines,
Radios, and T.V’S using their presenters or editors they traded in news propaganda from either camp
and made the cold war occur.

SUMMARY

Existence of different ideologies.

Effects of WW11 and the Germany question.

The failure of the Yalta and Post dam conferences.

Stalinism or Stalin’s desire to dominate the world.

Arms race and nuclear competition and missile crisis.

The decolonisation process

The Germany question and Berlin Blockade.

The rebirth/ resurrection of alliance system and counter alliances.

Truman’s doctrine.

Marshal plan.

11. The coming to power of Truman (hard-core)

The struggle for world leadership between USA and USSR.

The desire to control world resources.

14. The death of compromising leaders and the rise of UN compromising       leaders.

Formation of spy networks by either sides.

Churchill’s speech of the iron curtain

The struggle to control areas of strategic importance.



The weakness of the UNO.

The role of the press.

The Cuban missile crisis

IMPACT /EFFECTS OF COLDWAR UP TO 1970

The cold war was an international political situation which was characterised by persistent tension,
suspicion, fear and conflicts between the communist camps led by USSR with the satellite states against
the capitalist camp led by USA. The cold war had a number of effects on the world and they included the
following:

Cold war led to the division and the spread of communism or socialism to Eastern Europe in countries
like Poland, Czechoslovakia, Lithuania, Romania, Estonia, and Bulgaria.

Cold war led to direct threats or political unrest between the communist camps against the capitalist
camp (USA against USSR) as each camp struggled to acquire power.

Cold war led to the establishment of communist regimes with communist ideologies. This was done by
Russia which supported communist countries to establish communist government with communist
ideologies in states like Bulgaria, Albania, Yugoslavia, among others.

Cold war led to the giving of military assistance to satellite states e.g. Russia used to give aid to Angola
while USA gave military aid to South Africa

Cold war led to political propaganda and press hostilities between the two camps during international
meetings and international organisation.

Cold war influenced the formation of the NAM (Non Aligned Movement) in 1955 especially among the
third world countries especially Asian and African countries as a counter weight against either camp.



Cold war led to the maintenance of dictatorial regimes in power because of the support they had from
their communist or capitalist states e.g. in Zaire Mobutu Sesseko was maintained in power and Fidel
Castro of Cuba was maintained in power.

Cold war intensified / increased international conflicts among states e.g. Arab (Palestine against Israel)
or Israel against other Arab neighbours e.g. Egypt, Syria and Jordan.

Cold war caused military coups in Africa hijackings, suicide bombings. It also caused the Suez Canal crisis
and the civil war in Angola.

Cold war increased the flow of aid into the economies of third world countries there by influencing their
political policies or ideologies.

Cold war led to the division of Europe and the world into two hostile blocs or camps i.e. communism vs.
capitalism and lived the life of disharmony, rivalry, tension and conflicts.

Cold war increased scientific in military research in military hardware, nuclear science, re armament
programmes in Europe among others.

Cold war led to the division of Germany into West Germany (along capitalist line) and East Germany
(along communist line) and the division of the city of Berlin after the building of the Berlin wall.

Cold war promoted Economic and Political integration based on political ideologies and this led to the
establishment of organisations like EEC (capitalist) against OECC (communist).

Cold war led to the formation of regional military organisations to support rival camps e.g. the capitalist
formed the NATO while the communist on the other hand formed the WARSAW pact.

Cold war led to the formation of secret international intelligence organs to spy over the opponent
camps e.g. Russia formed KGB (committee of state security) and the capitalist under USA formed CIA
and FBI.

Huge amounts of money /resources in terms of finance was wasted by the two camps who invested
heavily in the manufacturing of weapons, finance private organisations like spy networks and sponsoring
satellite states.

Cold war facilitated and quickened the decolonisation exercise of Asian and African states. The two
camps helped them and financed their struggles to attain independence.

Cold war led to the awarding of educational scholarships to advance the cause of their ideologies.

Cold war increased nuclear technology, space exploration and arms race which caused stiff competition
in the production of dangerous weapons e.g. Ballistic missiles / scuds leading to crisis e.g. the Cuban
missile crisis against America during the time of President Kennedy.



The cold war also led to the withdrawal of the Soviet Union’s nuclear missiles from Cuba and United
States withdrew her missiles from Turkey and Italy.

It led to the signing of agreement between Soviet Union and United States that never to attack or invade
Cuba and the creation of nuclear hotline between Washington and Moscow

Cold war led to the Vietnam War of 1964-1973 where America was defeated by Vietnam and this led to
the resignation of president Nixon of USA.

There was loss of lives and money (property) during the many wars and campaigns that were fought in
order to promote the different ideologies.

The cold war led to the Congo crisis which resulted into the death of UN secretary general Dag
Hammarskjold.

Cold war delayed the independence of some countries. This was so because the nationalists found it
difficult to fight colonialists because of the support they used to get from the west e.g. in Namibia,
Zimbabwe and Angola.

Cold war undermined the work of UNO because UNO relied mainly on USA and USSR for its survival.

Cold war created a new form of colonialism by promoting imperialism and neo-colonialism through the
aid given to countries e.g. Trumann’s and Marshal Plan (USA) against the Molotov (USSR).

De- colonization came about because of the weakened colonial powers that were no longer effective in
controlling their colonies.

There was formation of NATO an organization for defense purpose and emergence of EEC an economic
organ for European powers


